Quantum computational supremacy arguments, which describe a way for a quantum computer to perform a task that cannot also be done by a classical computer, require some sort of computational assumption related to the limitations of classical computation. One common assumption is that the polynomial hierarchy (PH) does not collapse, a stronger version of the statement that P = NP, which leads to the conclusion that any classical simulation of certain families of quantum circuits requires more than polynomial time in the size of the circuits. However, the asymptotic nature of this conclusion prevents us from calculating exactly how many qubits these quantum circuits must have for their classical simulation to be intractable on modern classical supercomputers. We refine these quantum computational supremacy arguments and perform such a calculation by imposing a fine-grained version of the non-collapse assumption, which we argue is still plausible. Under the fine-grained assumption, we conclude that Instantaneous Quantum Polynomial-Time (IQP) circuits with 90 qubits, Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) circuits with 180 qubits, or boson sampling circuits (i.e. linear optical networks) with 90 photons, are large enough for the task of producing samples from their output distributions up to constant multiplicative error to be intractable on current technology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computational supremacy (QCS) is the goal of carrying out a computational task on a quantum computer that cannot be performed by any classical computer [1] . Ingredients of this include choosing an appropriate task, building a quantum device that can perform it, ideally verifying that it was done correctly, and finally using arguments from complexity theory to support the claim that no classical computer can do the same [2] . Recent advances indicate that the experimental ingredient might be available in the next several years, but the choice of task, its verification, and its complexitytheoretic justification remain important open theoretical research questions. In particular, based on the current status of complexity theory, establishing limitations on classical computing for the purpose of assessing how close we are to demonstrating QCS requires making conjectures, and thus we are presented with a range of choices. If we make stronger conjectures then we can use a smaller and more restricted quantum computer while ruling out the existence of more powerful classical simulation algorithms. Weaker conjectures, on the other hand, are more defensible and can be based on more widely studied mathematical principles.
A leading example of a strong conjecture is the Quantum Threshold Assumption (QUATH) proposed by Aaronson and Chen [3] , which states that there is no * Electronic address: adalzell@caltech.edu † Electronic address: aram@mit.edu ‡ Electronic address: daxkoh@mit.edu § Electronic address: rlaplaca@mit.edu efficient (i.e. polynomial-time) classical algorithm that takes as input a description of a random quantum circuit C, and decides whether | 0 n | C |0 n | 2 is greater or less than the median of all | 0 n | C |0 n | 2 values, with success probability at least A weaker conjecture is the statement that the polynomial hierarchy (PH) does not collapse, which is closely related to the assertion that P = NP. Under this assumption, it has been shown that there cannot exist an efficient classical algorithm to produce samples from the output distribution of certain families of quantum circuits [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , up to constant multiplicative error. The three families we focus on in this work are Instantaneous Quantum Polynomial-time (IQP) circuits [6, 17] , Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) circuits [11, 18] , and boson sampling circuits (i.e. linear optical networks) [5] , all of which are among those whose simulation is hard for the PH. Indeed, a key selling point for work in QCS is that it could be based not on the conjectured hardness of a particular quantum circuit family or even quantum mechanics in general, but instead on highly plausible, purely classical computational conjectures, such as the non-collapse of the PH.
However, the non-collapse of the PH is in a sense too weak of a conjecture to be practically useful. The conjecture rules out polynomial-time simulation algorithms for these classes of circuits, but does not describe a concrete superpolynomial lower bound. Thus, assuming only the non-collapse of the PH would be consistent with a simulation of an n-qubit quantum system running in time n f (n) for an arbitrarily slowly growing function f (n), say log log log log(n). A stronger conjecture might lead to a requirement that simulation algorithms be exponential time, meaning that there is some constant c for which its runtime is ≥ 2 cn . Even this, though, is not strong enough; it remains possible that the constant c is sufficiently small that we cannot rule out a scenario where highly parallelized state-of-the-art classical supercomputers, which operate at as many as 10 17 floatingpoint operations per second, are able to simulate any circuit that might be experimentally built in the nearterm. For example, Neville et al. [19] , as well as Clifford and Clifford [20] recently developed classical algorithms that produce samples from the output of boson sampling circuits, the former of which has been shown to simulate n = 30 photons on a standard laptop in just half an hour, contradicting the belief of many that 20 to 30 photons was sufficient to demonstrate a definitive quantum advantage over classical computation. A stronger conjecture that restricts the value of the exponential factor c, a so-called "fine-grained" conjecture, is needed to move forward on assessing the viability of QCS protocols. The framework of fine-grained complexity has gathered much interest in its own right in the last decade (see [21] for survey), yielding unexpected connections between the fine-grained runtime of solutions to different problems.
In this work, we examine existing QCS arguments for IQP, QAOA, and boson sampling circuits from a finegrained perspective. While many previous arguments [5, 6, 11] center on the counting complexity class PP, which can be related to quantum circuits via postselection [22] , the fine-graining process runs more smoothly when we use the counting class coC = P instead. The class coC = P is the set of languages for which there exists an efficient classical probabilistic algorithm that accepts with probability exactly 1/2 only on inputs not in the language. It can be related to quantum circuits via nondeterminism: coC = P = NQP [23] , where NQP, a quantum analogue of NP, is the class of languages for which there exists an efficient quantum circuit that has nonzero acceptance probability only on inputs in the language. Moreover, this equality still holds when we restrict NQP to quantum computations with IQP, QAOA, or boson sampling circuits. Additionally, it is known that if coC = P were to be equal to NP, the PH would collapse to the second level [23, 24] . Thus, by making the assumption that there is a problem in coC = P that does not admit a non-deterministic polynomial-time solution, i.e. coC = P ⊂ NP, we conclude that there does not exist a classical simulation algorithm that samples from the output distribution of IQP or QAOA circuits up to constant multiplicative error, for this would imply NP = NQP = coC = P, contradicting the assumption.
To make a fine-grained version of this statement, we pick a specific coC = P-complete problem related to the number of zeros of degree-3 polynomials over the field F 2 , which we call poly3-NONBALANCED and we assume that poly3-NONBALANCED does not have a nondeterministic algorithm running in fewer than T (n) time steps for an explicit function T (n). We choose T (n) = 2 n−1 and call this conjecture the degree-3 polynomial Non-deterministic Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (poly3-NSETH). We discuss why poly3-NSETH is plausible, drawing on a black-box argument and consistency with previous results in fine-grained complexity theory.
Assuming poly3-NSETH, we derive a fine-grained lower bound on the runtime for any classical simulation algorithm for QAOA and IQP circuits with n qubits. In essence, what we show is that a classical simulation algorithm that beats our lower bounds could be used as a subroutine to break poly3-NSETH. Then, we repeat the process for boson sampling circuits with n photons by replacing poly3-NSETH with a similar conjecture we call per-int-NSETH involving the permanent of n × n integer-valued matrices. In the IQP and boson sampling cases, the lower bound we derive on the simulation time is essentially tight, matching the runtime of the naive simulation algorithm up to factors logarithmic in the total runtime. Very recently, a similar approach was applied to obtain lower bounds on the difficulty of computing output probabilities of quantum circuits based on the SETH conjecture [25] . Our work has the disadvantage of using a less well-studied and possibly stronger conjecture (poly3-NSETH) but the advantage of ruling out classical algorithms for sampling, i.e. for the same tasks performed by the quantum computer.
Our lower bound leads us to conclude that classically simulating general IQP circuits with 90 qubits, QAOA circuits with 180 qubits, or boson sampling circuits with 90 photons would require one century for today's fastest supercomputers, which we consider to be a good measure of intractability. The relative factor of two in the number of qubits for QAOA circuits comes from a need for ancilla qubits in constructing a QAOA circuit to solve the poly3-NONBALANCED problem. However, these circuits must have 10 4 to 10 6 gates for these bounds to apply. By comparison, factoring a 1024-bit integer, which is sufficiently beyond the capabilities of today's classical computers running best known algorithms, has been estimated to require more than 2000 qubits and on the order of 10 11 gates using Shor's algorithm [26] .
II. BACKGROUND
A. Counting complexity and quantum computational supremacy
The computational assumptions underlying our work and many previous QCS results utilize a relationship between quantum circuits and counting complexity classes that is not seen to exist for classical computation. To understand this relationship, we quickly review several definitions and key results.
Let n ≥ 1, and f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} be a Boolean function. The gap of f is defined to be
Note that the number of zeros of f may be written in terms of the gap, as follows:
Various complexity classes may be defined in terms of the gap. The class #P is defined to be the class of functions f : {0, 1} * → N for which there exists a polynomial p and a polynomial-time Turing machine M such that for all x ∈ {0, 1} * ,
Thus, #P contains functions that count the number of zeros of a polynomial-time computable Boolean function. A language L is in PP if there exists a polynomial p and a polynomial-time Turing machine M such that for all x ∈ {0, 1} * ,
The class NP is defined similarly, but where
and the class coC = P, where
By interpreting M as a probabilistic algorithm and y as the random string of bits used by M , we can redefine NP, PP, and coC = P as the classes of languages for which there exists a polynomial-time Turing machine M whose acceptance probability on input x is non-zero, at least 1/2, and not equal to 1/2, respectively, only when x is in the language.
Of these classes, only NP is known to be part of the polynomial hierarchy (PH), which is a class composed of an infinite number of levels generalizing the notion of NP. Furthermore, the other three classes, #P, PP, and coC = P, which we refer to as counting classes, are known to be hard for the PH: Toda's theorem [27] tells us that a #P or PP oracle is sufficient to solve any problem in the PH in polynomial time, and other work by Toda and Ogiwara [24] shows that there is a randomized reduction from any problem in the PH to a coC = P problem. Stated another way, if PP or coC = P were to be contained in a level of the PH, the PH would necessarily collapse, meaning that the entire PH would be contained within one of its levels. For example, if P = NP, then the entire PH would be equal to P, its zeroth level. The assumption that the PH does not collapse is thus a stronger version of the statement P = NP, and it is widely believed for similar reasons.
Furthermore, these counting classes can be connected to quantum circuits. Aaronson showed that PP = PostBQP [22] , where PostBQP is the set of problems solvable by quantum circuits that have the (unphysical) power to choose, or postselect the value of measurement outcomes that normally would be probabilistic. By contrast, classical circuits endowed with this same power form the class PostBPP which is known to lie in the third level of the PH [28] .
The story is similar for coC = P. It was shown that coC = P = NQP [23] , where NQP is the quantum generalization of the class NP, defined to be the set of languages L for which there exists a polynomial-time uniformly generated [49] family of circuits {C x } such that for all strings x, x is the language L if and only if the quantum circuit C x has a non-zero acceptance probability. This can also be thought of as PostBQP with one-sided error. If there existed an efficient classical algorithm to produce samples from the output distribution of quantum circuits up to constant multiplicative error, then NP would be equal to NQP, and therefore to coC = P, leading to the collapse of the PH (to the second level [23] ).
We refer to simulation algorithms of this type as approximate simulation algorithms with multiplicative error. Stated precisely, if Q(y) is the probability that a quantum circuit produces the output y, then a classical simulation algorithm has multiplicative error ǫ if its probability of producing outcome y is P (y) and
for all possible outcomes y. This contrasts with a simulation algorithm with additive error ǫ, for which
The argument we have sketched only rules out polynomial-time simulation algorithms with multiplicative error. Arguments that also rule out additiveerror approximate simulation algorithms exist but require more conjectures [5, 14, 29, 30] .
B. IQP Circuits
The previous argument only considers simulation algorithms for arbitrary quantum circuits, but the result can be extended to also rule out efficient simulation algorithms for subclasses of quantum circuits. An example of one such subclass is the set of instantaneous quantum circuits [6, 17] . Problems that can be solved by instantaneous quantum circuits with a polynomial number of gates form the Instantaneous Quantum Polynomial-time (IQP) complexity class, and we will refer to the circuits themselves as IQP circuits. There are several equivalent ways to define the IQP model; we do so as follows.
An IQP circuit is a circuit where a Hadamard gate is applied to each qubit at the beginning and end of the computation, but the rest of the gates, which we refer to as the internal gates, are diagonal. Each qubit begins in the |0 state but is immediately sent to the |+ = H |0 = (|0 + |1 )/ √ 2 state under the Hadamard operation, and each qubit is measured at the end of the computation in the computational basis. All of the internal diagonal gates commute, and therefore can be implemented in any order. An example of an IQP circuit is shown in Figure  1 .
Example of an IQP circuit. Each qubit must begin and end with a Hadamard gate, and all internal gates must be diagonal in the Z basis. The vertical lines indicate controlled operations, and T refers to the gate T = exp(−iπZ/8).
C. Quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) circuits
Another class of circuits that is not efficiently simulable classically if the polynomial hierarchy does not collapse are quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) circuits [11, 18] , which have some similarities with IQP circuits. In a sense, QAOA can be thought of as multiple rounds of instantaneous operations.
A QAOA circuit operates on n qubits, which begin in the |0 state but are immediately hit with a Hadamard gate, as in the IQP model (note that [11, 18] chose a different but equivalent convention). An integer p, and angles γ i , β i for i = 1, 2, . . . , p are chosen. A diagonal Hamiltonian C is specified such that C = α C α where each C α is a constraint on a small subset of the bits, meaning for any bit string z, either C α |z = 0 or C α |z = |z and only a few bits of z are involved in determining which is the case. We define the Hamiltonian B = n j=1 X j , where X j is the Pauli x operation applied to qubit j, and let U (H, θ) = exp(−iHθ). The remainder of the circuit consists of applying U (C, γ 1 ), U (B, β 1 ), U (C, γ 2 ), U (B, β 2 ), etc. for a total of 2p gates. Finally the qubits are measured in the computational basis. The general framework for a QAOA circuit is depicted in Figure 
. . .
Framework for a QAOA circuit. Each qubit begins with a Hadamard gate, and then 2p gates are performed alternating between applying Hamiltonian C and applying Hamiltonian B.
Since U (C, γ j ) = α U (C α , γ j ), the gate U (C, γ j ) can be performed as a sequence of commuting gates that perform the unitaries associated with the constraints C α . Thus each U (C, γ j ) could form the internal portion of an instantaneous quantum circuit.
Importantly, since the operator C is a sum of many constraints, it represents a constraint satisfaction problem. For all bit strings z, C |z = λ z |z , and a common problem asks us to find the maximum value of λ z . There is evidence that QAOA circuits might be able to approximate this optimum value of λ z more efficiently than classical algorithms when p > 1 [18] , so in comparison to IQP circuits, QAOA circuits might have more practical value.
D. Boson sampling circuits
The IQP and QAOA models are restrictions on the more general quantum circuit model. But quantum circuits are not the only model for computation on a quantum device. Linear quantum optical experiments, for example, can be modeled as a system of beam splitters and phase shifters acting upon identical photons existing in a certain number of different optical modes. Like the IQP and QAOA models, the linear optical model is not believed to be as powerful as the general quantum circuit model, but under the assumption that the PH does not collapse, it has been shown that classical simulation up to constant multiplicative error requires more than polynomial time [5] .
The basic framework [5] for the linear optical model is as follows. Suppose the system has n photons among m modes. A state of the system is a superposition R α R |R , where each |R corresponds to a configuration of the n photons among the m modes, represented by the tuple R = (r 1 , . . . , r m ) where each r i is a nonnegative integer and i r i = n.
Passing these photons through a linear optical network composed of beam splitters and phase shifters, which we call a boson sampling circuit, gives rise to a transformation on this Hilbert space. Valid transformations can be written as φ(U ), where U is any m× m unitary and φ is a fixed n+m−1 n -dimensional representation of U(m). The unitary U fully describes the choice of circuit, and any U can be exactly implemented using only m(m + 1)/2 total beam splitters and phase shifters [31] . We can define φ(U ) by its matrix elements R| φ(U ) |R ′ , which will be related to the permanent of n × n matrices formed from U . The permanent of an n × n matrix A is given by the formula
where S n is the group of permutations on {1, . . . , n}. Then, the matrix elements are
where U (R,R ′ ) is the n × n matrix formed by taking r i copies of row i and r ′ j copies of column j from U . As an example, if n = 3, m = 2, R = (2, 1), R ′ = (1, 2), and
This sampling task is called BosonSampling since it could (in theory) be applied to any system of not only photons but any non-interacting bosons.
E. Degree-3 polynomials and the problem poly3-NONBALANCED
The three models we have defined are especially amenable to our analysis due to their natural connection to specific counting problems.
The specific counting problem we will use for our analysis of IQP and QAOA is called poly3-NONBALANCED. The input to the problem is a polynomial over the field F 2 in n variables with degree at most 3 and no constant term. Since the only non-zero element in F 2 is 1, every term in the polynomial has coefficient 1. One example could be f (z) = z 1 + z 2 + z 1 z 2 + z 1 z 2 z 3 . Evaluating f for a given string z to determine whether f (z) = 0 or f (z) = 1 can be done efficiently, but since there are an exponential number of possible strings z, the brute-force method takes exponential time to count the number of strings z for which f (z) = 0, or equivalently, to compute gap(f ) where gap is given by Eq. (1).
The question posed by poly3-NONBALANCED is whether gap(f ) = 0, that is, whether f has the same number of 0 and 1 outputs. Thus, poly3-NONBALANCED is in the class coC = P.
The problem poly3-NONBALANCED is a natural problem to work with because there is an elegant correspondence between degree-3 polynomials and IQP circuits involving Pauli Z gates, controlled-Z (CZ) gates, and controlledcontrolled-Z (CCZ) gates [32] . Specifically, if f is degree 3 then let
We can implement an IQP circuit C f that evaluates to U f as follows: if the term z i appears in f , then within the diagonal portion of C f we perform the gate Z on qubit i; if the term z i z j appears, we perform the CZ gate between qubits i and j; and if the term z i z j z k appears, we perform the CCZ gate between the three qubits. For example, for the polynomial f (z) = z 1 + z 2 + z 1 z 2 + z 1 z 2 z 3 , the circuit C f is shown in Figure  3 .
IQP circuit C f corresponding to the degree-3 polynomial f (z) = z1 + z2 + z1z2 + z1z2z3. The unitary U f implemented by the circuit has the property that 0| U f |0 = gap(f )/2 n where in this case n = 3.
The crucial property of this correspondence is that
2 n , where |0 is shorthand for the starting |0 ⊗n state. This is easily seen by noting that the initial set of H gates generates the equal superposition state |B =
f applies a (−1) phase to states |z for which
n . Thus, gap(f ) can be computed by calculating the amplitude of the |0 state produced by the circuit. If we define acceptance to occur when |0 is measured, then the circuit C f has non-zero acceptance probability only when gap(f ) = 0. This illustrates an explicit NQP algorithm for poly3-NONBALANCED, which was guaranteed to exist since NQP = coC = P.
Crucial to note is that poly3-NONBALANCED is complete for the class coC = P. This is shown by adapting Montanaro's proof [32] that computing gap(f ) for a degree-3 polynomial f over F 2 is #P-complete. In that proof, Montanaro reduces from the problem of computing gap(g) for an arbitrary boolean function g, which is #P-complete by definition. Since whether gap(g) = 0 is coC = P-complete by definition, and the reduction has gap(g) = 0 if and only if gap(f ) = 0, this also shows that poly3-NONBALANCED is coC = P complete. One immediate consequence of this fact is that NIQP, the class NQP restricted to quantum circuits of the IQP type, is equal to coC = P (and hence NQP), since the circuit C f is an NIQP solution to a coC = P-complete problem. In close analogy to the correspondence between degree-3 polynomials and IQP circuits composed of Z, CZ, and CCZ gates, there is a correspondence between matrix permanents and boson sampling circuits.
We have already seen in the definition of the linear optical model that any amplitude in a boson sampling circuit on n photons can be recast as the permanent of an n×n matrix, but the converse is also true: the permanent of any n × n matrix can be encoded into the amplitude of a boson sampling circuit on n photons, up to a known constant of proportionality.
To see how this works, given an n × n complex matrix A, we will construct a 2n × 2n unitary matrix U A whose upper-left n×n block is equal to cA for some c > 0. If we take R = R ′ = (1 n , 0 n ) (i.e. 1 repeated n times, followed by 0 repeated n times), then we will have Per(U A(R,R ′ ) ) = c n Per(A). Thus Per(A) is proportional to a particular boson sampling amplitude with c an easily computable proportionality constant.
We can choose c to be ≤ A −1 , where A is the largest singular value of A. (Note that if we want the proportionality to hold uniformly across some class of A, we should choose c to satisfy c A ≤ 1 for all A in this class.) Then {cA, I n − c 2 A † A} are Kraus operators for a valid quantum operation, where I n is the n × n identity matrix, and
is an isometry. We can extend this isometry to the following unitary.
where
, which is well-defined since the argument of the inverse square root is positive definite and Hermitian. Thus the permanent of an arbitrary n × n matrix can be encoded into a boson sampling circuit with n photons and 2n modes, up to an easily computed proportionality constant.
The matrix permanent is playing the role for boson sampling circuits that the gap of degree-three polynomials played for IQP circuits with Z, CZ, and CCZ gates; thus, it is natural to use the computational problem of determining if the permanent of an integer-valued matrix is not equal to 0, which we call per-int-NONZERO, in place of poly3-NONBALANCED.
In fact, per-int-NONZERO and poly3-NONBALANCED have several similarities. For example, like computing the number of zeros of a degree-3 polynomial, computing the permanent of an integer-valued matrix is #P-complete, a fact famously first demonstrated by Valiant [33] , and later reproved by Aaronson [34] using the linear optical framework. This completeness extends to per-int-NONZERO, which we show in the appendix is coC = P-complete by reduction from poly3-NONBALANCED.
Additionally, neither problem has a known solution that performs better than a naive brute-force algorithm. The best known algorithm for computing the permanent utilizes Ryser's formula [35] and requires at least n2 n basic arithmetic operations. This is an improvement over the O(n!) time steps implied by Eq. (9), but its scaling is comparable to that required to solve a #P problem by brute force. In principle it is possible that a faster algorithm exists for per-int-NONZERO, where we do not care about the actual value of the permanent, only whether it is nonzero, but no such method is known (apart from special cases, such as nonnegative matrices, or fields of characteristic 2).
Crucially, our construction shows that boson sampling circuits can solve per-int-NONZERO in non-deterministic polynomial time, since given A we have shown how to construct a circuit corresponding to unitary U A with acceptance probability that is non-zero only when Per(A) is non-zero. This shows that NBosonP, the linear optical analogue of NIQP, is equal to coC = P and by extension, to NQP.
III. LOWER BOUNDS A. For IQP Circuits
In the previous section, we described how to construct an n-qubit IQP circuit C f corresponding to a degree-3 polynomial f over n variables such that the acceptance probability of C f is non-zero if and only if gap(f ) = 0. The number of terms in f , and hence the number of internal diagonal gates in C f is at most
Now, suppose we had a classical algorithm that, for any b, produces samples from the output distribution of any IQP circuit with b qubits and g 1 (b) internal gates, up to some multiplicative error constant, in s 1 (b) time steps for some function s 1 . Throughout, we will assume all classical algorithms run in the Word RAM model of computation.
Using this algorithm to simulate the IQP circuit C f generates a non-deterministic classical algorithm for poly3-NONBALANCED running in s 1 (n) time steps. That is, the classical probabilistic algorithm that results from this simulation accepts on at least one computational path only if the function f is not balanced. Now, we impose a fine-grained version of the noncollapse assumption, which we motivate later in the section.
Conjecture 1. [poly3-NSETH]
Any non-deterministic classical algorithm (in the Word RAM model of computation) that solves poly3-NONBALANCED requires in the worst case 2 n−1 time steps, where n is the number of variables in the poly3-NONBALANCED instance.
In the Word RAM model with word size w, memory is infinite and basic arithmetic operations on words of length w take one time step. For concreteness, we assume that w = log 2 (N ) where N is the length of the input encoding the degree-3 polynomial (N = O(g(n) log 2 (n))). This way the words can index the locations where the input data is stored. The Word RAM model has previously been used for fine-grained analyses [21] and aims to represent how a real computer operates as faithfully as possible.
Our conjecture immediately yields a lower bound on the simulation function s 1 .
This lower bound result relies on poly3-NSETH, which we have not yet motivated. The 2 n−1 part of the conjecture is motivated by an oracle argument bounding the number of queries made by an algorithm that only has black-box access to f . We discuss this and other evidence in favor of poly3-NSETH in Section III D.
Note that this lower bound matches the exponential part of the known naive O(poly(n)2 n ) simulation algorithm that updates each of the 2 n amplitudes describing the state vector after each gate is performed. Thus, in an asymptotic sense, Eq. (17) is essentially tight.
B. For QAOA circuits
To perform the same analysis for QAOA circuits, we will turn the IQP circuit C f into a QAOA circuit. The modifications required are straightforward. We set p, the number of rounds of QAOA computation, equal to 1, and both rotation angles γ and β to π/4. The first layer of Hadamard gates in C f is already built into the QAOA framework. To implement the Z, CZ, and CCZ gates we write Z = exp(−i4γ |1 1|), CZ = exp(−i4γ |11 11|), and CCZ = exp(−i4γ |111 111|) and build our constraint Hamiltonian C accordingly: for each Z gate we add four copies of the constraint that is satisfied only when the bit acted upon is 1; for each CZ gate we add four copies of the constraint that is satisfied when both bits involved are 1; and for each CCZ gate we add four copies of the constraint that is satisfied when all three bits involved are 1. Now, the operation exp(−iγC) has exactly the effect of all the Z, CZ, and CCZ gates combined.
The final step is to implement the final column of H gates, which is not built into the QAOA framework. First we write H = HH †H , wherẽ
. (18) And sinceH † = H exp(−i π 4 Z)H, we can replace the H gate on each qubit with exp(−iγ2 |0 0|)HH. Thus, the first part of this expression can be performed by adding two copies of the |0 0| constraint to C. As described in [11] , the H gate can be implemented by introducing an ancilla qubit and eight new constraints between the original qubit and the ancilla. The original qubit is measured and if outcome |0 is obtained, the state of the ancilla is H applied to the input state on the original qubit. Thus we have teleported the H gate onto the ancilla qubit within the QAOA framework. This is described in full in [11] , and we reproduce the gadget in Figure 4 . (6 |01 01| + 2 |11 11|)). Thus, it can be implemented by adding 8 constraints to the constraint Hamiltonian C. TheH gate is implemented by applying the Hamiltonian B with β = π/4.
After replacing each H gate with the gadget from Figure 4 , every qubit begins with an H gate, is acted upon by exp(−iγC), and ends with aH gate, which is implemented by the exp(−iβB) step of the QAOA framework. Thus, the resulting circuit is a QAOA circuit.
We had to introduce one ancilla per qubit in C f , so our QAOA circuit has 2n qubits, instead of just n. However, it is still true that 0 | V f |0 ∝ gap(f ), where V f is now the unitary implemented by this new QAOA circuit and |0 is the state |0 ⊗2n . Hence the acceptance probability is non-zero if and only if f is not balanced.
The circuit requires 4 constraints per term in the polynomial f , and an additional 10 constraints per qubit for the Hadamard gates at the end of the computation (2 from introducingH and 8 from the gadget in Figure 4 ). This yields at most
constraints.
As in the IQP case, we suppose a classical simulation algorithm produces samples from the output distribution of QAOA circuits with b qubits and g 2 (b) constraints, up to multiplicative error constant, in time s 2 (b). Then, under the same conjecture, we have s 2 (2n) ≥ 2 n−1 (20) which simplifies to
The exponentiality of this lower bound is weaker by a factor of two in comparison to the lower bound for IQP circuits in Eq. (17), due to the fact that one ancilla was introduced per variable to turn the circuit C f into a QAOA circuit. We are not aware of any method to simulate QAOA circuits in O(poly(n)2 n/2 ) time, so this bound is not known to be essentially tight in an asymptotic sense, as was the case for IQP circuits. This indicates that one might be able to eliminate the factor of two by replacing poly3-NONBALANCED with another problem that is also unlikely to admit nontrivial non-deterministic algorithms, but which can be solved by a QAOA circuit without the need for ancillas.
C. For boson sampling circuits
The story for boson sampling circuits is nearly identical, except using a conjecture related to the problem per-int-NONZERO instead of poly3-NONBALANCED.
Given an integer-valued n × n matrix A, we showed in the previous section how to construct a boson sampling circuit with n photons, described by unitary U A , that has non-zero acceptance probability only when Per(A) = 0. This circuit has 2n modes, and hence requires at most
circuit elements, that is beam splitters and phase shifters. Paralleling our IQP and QAOA analysis, we suppose we have a classical algorithm that produces samples from the output distribution of a boson sampling circuit with b photons and g 3 (b) total beam splitters and phase shifters, up to some multiplicative error constant, in s 3 (b) time steps for some function s 3 .
Using this algorithm to simulate the boson sampling circuit described by U A generates a non-deterministic algorithm for per-int-NONZERO running in s 3 (n) time steps.
We replace Conjecture poly3-NSETH with the version for per-int-NONZERO Conjecture 2. [per-int-NSETH] Any non-deterministic classical algorithm (in the Word RAM model of computation) that solves per-int-NONZERO requires in the worst case 2 n−1 time steps, where n is the number of rows in the per-int-NONZERO instance.
This implies a lower bound on the simulation function
Producing samples from the output of boson sampling circuits naively requires one to compute the permanent for many of the amplitudes. However, in the case of a binary output, where acceptance is defined to correspond to exactly one photon configuration, only one permanent need be calculated -the one associated with the accepting configuration. Thus, as in the IQP case, the asymptotic scaling of this lower bound is essentially tight with naive simulation methods, since Ryser's formula can be used to evaluate the permanent and simulate a boson sampling circuit in O(n2 n ) time steps.
D. Evidence for conjectures
Where previous quantum supremacy arguments only ruled out simulation algorithms with polynomial runtime, our analysis also rules out some algorithms with exponential runtime. These conclusions come at the expense of imposing stronger, fine-grained conjectures, but such assumptions are necessary for extracting the finegrained lower bounds we seek.
Thus, our conjectures are necessarily less plausible than the statement that the PH does not collapse, and definitively proving our conjectures is impossible without simultaneously settling major open problems in complexity theory. However, we can give evidence for these conjectures by explaining how they are consistent with current knowledge and beliefs about complexity theory.
The conjecture poly3-NSETH asserts that determining whether a boolean function is balanced takes nondeterministic exponential time, where that boolean function takes the form of a degree-3 polynomial. Crucial to note is that we can prove this conjecture for boolean functions in the black box setting, where the non-deterministic algorithm can only interact with the boolean function by querying its value on certain inputs.
n → {0, 1} be a boolean function. A non-deterministic algorithm with black-box access to f that accepts iff |{x : f (x) = 0}| = 2 n−1 , that is, iff f is not balanced, must make at least 2 n−1 + 1 queries to f . Moreover, this bound is optimal.
Proof. First we prove the lower bound on the number of queries. Suppose M is a non-deterministic algorithm with black-box access to f that accepts whenever f is not balanced. Let f 0 be a Boolean function that is not balanced; thus, at least one computation path of M accepts if f = f 0 . Choose one such path and let S ⊂ {0, 1} n be the set of queries made by M on this computation path. Suppose for contradiction that |S| ≤ 2 n−1 . Since at most half the possible inputs are in S, it is possible to construct another Boolean function f 1 that is balanced and agrees with f 0 on the set S. Since f 0 and f 1 agree on S, the computation that accepted when f = f 0 will proceed identically and accept when f = f 1 . Thus M accepts when f = f 1 , which is balanced, yielding a contradiction. We conclude that |S| ≥ 2 n−1 + 1. We can see that it is possible for M to achieve this bound as follows: M non-deterministically chooses 2 n−1 + 1 of the 2 n possible inputs to f and queries f on these inputs. If all of the queries yield the same value, it accepts. Otherwise, it rejects. If f is balanced, M will reject no matter which set of queries it makes, whereas if f is not balanced, there is at least one set of 2 n−1 + 1 inputs on which f takes the same value and M will accept, so the algorithm succeeds.
It is worth comparing Theorem 1 with what we would need had we based our strategy on a fine-grained version of the conjecture that PP ⊂ Σ P 3 , which is the complexity theoretic conjecture proposed in [5] . Known oracle lower bounds for the majority function show only that Σ 3 circuits that compute the majority of an oracle function (the oracle analogue of PP) need size Ω(2 n/5 ), which would imply a five-fold increase in the number of qubits estimated to establish quantum supremacy. The proof is also more complex, involving the switching lemma [36] . Thus our approach based on coC = P instead of PP yields both a much simpler proof and a tighter bound.
Theorem 1 shows that the poly3-NSETH conjecture cannot be disproved using an algorithm that simply evaluates the degree-3 polynomial f for different inputs. Thus, poly3-NSETH could be interpreted as the claim that there is no way to utilize the structure of degree-3 polynomials to provide a speedup over the naive solution to poly3-NONBALANCED. This is in line with the philosophy behind other fine-grained conjectures.
Well-known fine-grained conjectures include the Exponential-Time Hypothesis (ETH) [37] , which claims that there exists c such that no O(2 cn ) time algorithm for k-SAT exists, and the Strong Exponential-Time Hypothesis (SETH) [38, 39] , which states that for any ǫ one can choose k large enough such that there is no O(2 (1−ǫ)n ) algorithm for k-SAT. In other words, SETH states that no algorithm for k-SAT does substantially better than the naive brute-force algorithm when k is unbounded. There is substantial evidence for SETH, even beyond the fact that decades of research on the SAT problem have failed to refute it. For instance, SETH implies fine-grained lower bounds on problems in P that match long-established upper bounds. One example is the orthogonal vectors (OV) problem, which asks if a set of n vectors has a pair that is orthogonal. There is a brute-force O(n 2 ) solution to OV, but O(n 2−ǫ ) is impossible for any ǫ > 0 assuming SETH [40, 41] . Thus, SETH being true would provide a satisfying rationale for why attempts to find faster algorithms for problems like OV have failed. On the other hand, the refutation of SETH would imply the existence of novel circuit lower bounds [42] .
There are yet more fine-grained conjectures: replacing the problem k-SAT with #k-SAT yields #ETH and #SETH, the counting versions of ETH and SETH. These hypotheses have interesting consequences of their own; for example, #ETH implies that computing the permanent cannot be done in subexponential time [43] . Additionally, if k-TAUT is the question of whether a k-DNF formula is satisfied by all its inputs (which is coNPcomplete), then the statement that no O(2 (1−ǫ)n ) algorithm exists for k-TAUT with unbounded k is called the Non-deterministic Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (NSETH) [44] . Like SETH, NSETH's refutation would imply circuit lower bounds [42, 44] . Additionally, NSETH is consistent with unconditional lower bounds that have been established in proof complexity [45, 46] .
The conjecture poly3-NSETH is similar to NSETH in that it asserts the non-existence of non-deterministic algorithms for a problem that is hard for coNP (indeed, poly3-NONBALANCED is hard for the whole PH), and it is similar to #SETH in that it considers a counting problem. It is different from all of these conjectures because it is not based on satisfiability formulas, but rather on degree-3 polynomials over the field F 2 , a problem that has been far less studied. Additionally, poly3-NSETH goes beyond previous conjectures to assert not only that algorithms require O(2 n ) time, but that they actually require at least 2 n−1 time steps. It is not conventional to worry about constant prefactors as we have in this analysis, but doing so is necessary to perform practical runtime estimates. On this front, our analysis is robust in the sense that if poly3-NSETH or per-int-NSETH were to fail by only a constant prefactor, the number of additional qubits we would estimate would increase only logarithmically in that constant.
In comparison to poly3-NSETH, per-int-NSETH has several advantages and disadvantages. There is no analogous black-box argument we can make for per-int-NSETH. However, research into computing the permanent is much more extensive than computing the number of zeros of a degree-3 polynomial, making it relatively more plausible that computing the permanent using Ryser's formula is optimal, than that the naive algorithm for poly3-NONBALANCED is optimal. For example, in [47] , it is unconditionally proven that a monotone circuit requires n(2 n−1 − 1) multiplications to compute the permanent, essentially matching the complexity of Ryser's formula. This was recently extended to show similar lower bounds on monotone circuits that estimate output amplitudes of quantum circuits [25] , Of course, our conjectures assert that these algorithms are optimal even with the power of non-determinism, but how this power might produce an advantage for these counting problems is not clear.
E. Number of qubits to achieve quantum supremacy
We can use the lower bounds on the runtime of a hypothetical classical simulation algorithm for IQP, QAOA, and boson sampling circuits in Eqs. (17) , (21) , and (23) to estimate the minimum number of qubits required for classical simulation of these circuit models to be intractable.
The fastest supercomputers today can perform at 10
17
FLOPs (floating-point operations per second) [50] . Using our lower bounds, we can determine the number of qubits/photons b such that the lower bound on s i (b) is equal to 10 17 · 60 · 60 · 24 · 365 · 100, the maximum number of floating-point operations today's supercomputers can perform in one century, for i = 1, 2, 3. For IQP circuits it is 90 qubits (from Eq. (17)), for QAOA circuits it is 180 qubits (from Eq. (21)), and for boson sampling circuits it is 90 photons (from Eq. (23)). The number of circuit elements needed for the lower bound to apply is g 1 (90) = 122,000 gates for IQP circuits, g 2 (90) = 488,000 constraints for QAOA circuits, and g 3 (90) = 16,300 beam splitters and phase shifters for boson sampling circuits.
Thus, assuming one operation in the Word RAM model of computation corresponds to one floating-point operation on a supercomputer, and assuming our conjectures poly3-NSETH and per-int-NSETH, we conclude that classically simulating circuits of the sizes quoted above would take at least a century on modern classical technology, a timespan we take to be sufficiently intractable.
If, additionally, we assume that the runtime of the classical simulation algorithm grows linearly with the number of circuit elements (like, for example, the naive simulation algorithm that updates the state vector after each gate), then we can make a similar statement for circuits with many fewer gates. The cost of this reduction in gates is only a few additional qubits, due to the exponential scaling of the lower bound. We can estimate the number of qubits required by finding b such that
17 · 60 · 60 · 24 · 365, the maximum number of supercomputer operations in one year, for i = 1, 2, 3. We conclude that an IQP circuit with 100 qubits and 100 gates, a QAOA circuit with 204 qubits and 100 constraints, and a boson sampling circuit with 96 photons and 100 linear optical elements each would require at least one century -one year per element in the circuit -to be simulated using a classical simulation algorithm of this type running on state-of-the-art supercomputers.
The relative factor of two in the estimate for QAOA circuits is a direct consequence of the fact that one ancilla qubit was introduced per variable in order to implement the H gates at the end of the IQP circuit C f within the QAOA framework. This illustrates how our estimate relies on finding a natural problem for these restricted models of quantum circuits and an efficient way to solve that problem within the model. Indeed, an earlier iteration of this estimate based on the satisfiability problem instead of the degree-3 polynomial problem or matrix permanent required many ancilla qubits and led to a qubit estimate above 10,000.
IV. CONCLUSION
Previous quantum supremacy arguments proved that polynomial-time simulation algorithms for certain kinds of quantum circuits would imply unexpected algorithms for classical counting problems within the polynomialtime hierarchy. We have taken this further by showing that even small improvements over exponentialtime best-known simulation algorithms would imply nontrivial and unexpected algorithms for specific counting problems in certain cases. Thus, by conjecturing that these non-trivial classical counting algorithms cannot exist, we obtain lower bounds on the runtime of the simulation algorithms. In the case of IQP and boson sampling circuits, these lower bounds are essentially asymptotically tight, while there is a roughly quadratic separation between our bound and best-known simulation algorithms for QAOA circuits due to the need for ancilla qubits in our analysis.
The two versions of the conjecture that we introduce, poly3-NSETH and per-int-NSETH, are fine-grained manifestations of the assumption that the PH does not collapse. While unproven, the non-collapse conjecture is extremely plausible; its refutation would entail many unexpected ramifications in complexity theory. This contrasts with the assumption that factoring has no efficient classical algorithm, which would also entail hardness of simulation but is less plausible because the consequences of its refutation on our current understanding of complexity theory would be minimal. Of course, the fine-grained nature of poly3-NSETH and per-int-NSETH makes them less plausible than the non-collapse of the PH, but they are in line with current knowledge and beliefs in finegrained complexity theory.
The main motivation for imposing these fine-grained conjectures was to make a practical estimate of how large quantum circuits must be to rule out practical classical simulation on state-of-the-art classical computers. Our estimate relies on poly3-NSETH and per-int-NSETH, but it is somewhat robust to failure of these conjectures in the sense that if they fail in favor of mildly weaker versions, our estimate will increase only slightly. For example, replacing 2 n with 2 n/d in either conjecture increases the qubit estimate by only roughly a factor of d, and replacing 2 n with 2 n /d increases the estimate by only log 2 (d) qubits.
Our qubit estimates of fewer than 100 qubits/photons for IQP and boson sampling circuits, and fewer than 200 qubits for QAOA circuits, are beyond current experimental capabilities but potentially within reach in the near future. Additionally, our estimate for boson sampling circuits is consistent with recently improved simulation algorithms [19, 20] that can simulate circuits with up to as many as 50 photons, but which would quickly become intractable for higher numbers of photons.
A significant shortcoming in our analysis is that it only rules out simulation algorithms with multiplicative error, and not algorithms with additive error. Experimental noise in real quantum systems is typically more accurately modeled by additive error. While some previous quantum supremacy arguments have ruled out polynomial-time simulation algorithms with additive error by imposing extra conjectures, it is unclear how to extend this to the exponential-time fine-grained setting while making a conjecture that is defensible.
Additionally, while the conjectures poly3-NSETH and per-int-NSETH are consistent with other fine-grained conjectures like SETH, NSETH, and #SETH, it is an open question whether it is possible to prove a concrete relationship with one of these conjectures.
Finally, we conclude by noting that our analysis would likely be applicable to many other classes of quantum circuits whose efficient classical simulation entails the collapse of the PH, including DQC1 circuits [10] , various kinds of extended Clifford circuits [7, 8] , and conjugated Clifford circuits [14] . weight of G f , and by extension the permanent of the integer-valued matrix corresponding to G f is non-zero if and only if gap(f ) = 0. The number of vertices in G f is a polynomial in the number of variables of f , so this completes the reduction from poly3-NONBALANCED to per-int-NONZERO. Since poly3-NONBALANCED is coC = Pcomplete, per-int-NONZERO is coC = P-complete as well.
